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Let S be a control system on R2 given by k(x) =x;=, u,X’(x), where 
I= {A”}:= I is a fixed set of analytic vector fields on R*, with control constraints 
ui 2 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, and C u, = 1, and suppose S has the accessibility property at 
every point of R’. Let R(x”) be the accessible set from a point x0, and ,4(x0) be the 
set of points accessible from x0 by bang-bang controls. Then R(x’)=A(x’) and 
R(x’) belongs to a class of sets which is a small extension of the class of semi- 
analytic sets, and which, like the latter, has the property that the sets in it admit 
stratifications into locally finite unions of analytic manifolds. c 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
Let {xi: 1 = 1, 2, . . . . n} be a set of real analytic vector fields on R*, and 
let S be a control system with the property that for every point YE R2 the 
set of permissible directions at y is the convex hull of {X’(y): i = 1,2, . . . . n}. 
Given a point x0 of R*, let R(x") be the set of points accessible from x0 by 
S. This paper demonstrates that if the accessibility property holds at every 
point in the closure of R(x'), then R(x") is identical to the set of points 
A(x’) accessible from x0 by bang-bang controls alone. Further, R(x") 
belongs to a class of sets which is a small extension of the class of semi- 
analytic sets, and which admits stratifications. 
The description of accessible sets has been considered by Lobry, 
Brunovsky, Gronski, Sussmann, and Lojasiewicz in [3,6, 10, 11, 133. 
Attention has been confined largely to the two-dimensional case. In [lo], 
Lobry indicates difficulties arising in the case of R3. In R*, in a topological 
vein, Gronski has shown, in [6], that under certain mild conditions every 
closed reachable set is homeomorphic to the plane, a closed half plane, a 
closed disk, or the complement of an open disk. In analytic terms the main 
question is that of the smoothness or piecewise smoothness of reachable 
sets. As Lojasiewicz and Sussmann point out in [ 111, such general analyti- 
cal results as exist have been derived by the method, introduced by 
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Brunovsky, in 131, of imposing some condition that insures that those 
points accessible at all are accessible by trajectories of a type easy to 
analyze, such as bang-bang controls, and showing that the reachable set 
must be subanalytic, hence piecewise smooth. However, they go on to show 
that some fairly simple systems give rise to accessible sets which are not 
subanalytic, so that if such sets are piecewise smooth some new approach 
will be required to show it. On the other hand, it follows easily from 
Sussmann’s results in [13], where he considers the existence of regular 
synthesis for real analytic single input systems (with no explosions) in the 
plane, in which the input enters linearly, that the set of points reachable in 
time 6 T is subanalytic. 
In this paper the set of points reachable from a given set by means of 
bang-bang controls (with no time constraint) is analyzed in terms of 
properties of analytic sets and analytic vector fields, and after this is done, 
it is shown that in fact all points of the reachable set are reachable by 
bang-bang controls. 
Examples of accessible sets of the type described, as well as examples of 
pathology that can occur when the assumptions are weakened, are given 
in [S]. 
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Throughout, analytic means real analytic, and a real analytic vector field 
is one with real analytic components. The trajectory through a point x of 
a vector field X is the maximal trajectory ~1: I-, R* of X through x such 
that a(O) = x (I an interval). All vector fields are assumed analytic, but they 
are not necessarily complete. (The point x = (x1, x2) E R2.) 
The image of the maximal trajectory CI of X’ through x is denoted TV, 
and the image under c( of t is denoted r’(x)(t). The positive ray of r’(x), 
denoted + r’(x), is the set { y:y = ?(x)(t), t > O}. The negative ray, denoted 
-T’(X), is the set (y:y=z’(x)(t), t<O}. 
For a vector field x’ and any open neighborhood N of x such that 
am n N is not a single point or a closed curve, z;(x) denotes the compo- 
nent of ?(x) n N which contains x. Also, +t’(x) and -rh(x) denote the 
subarcs of rk(x) corresponding to positive and negative time, respectively. 
A curve y: I+ R*, where I is any interval (open, closed, or half-open) is 
said to be analytic if y can be extended to an analytic function on an open 
interval. .An analytic arc is an arc which is the (one-to-one) image of an 
analytic curve. 
It is an elementary property of analytic curves that if a point x E yi n y2, 
yi, y2 analytic arcs, then either x is an isolated point of y, n y2 or else 
y, n yz is an arc in a neighborhood of x. (See, for example, [9, p. 241.) 
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A set Mc R2 is (real) analytic if for every point p of R2 there exists an 
open neighborhood U of p on which an analytic function f is defined such 
that 
MnU={x:f(x)=O}. 
Clearly, every analytic set is closed, and a locally finite union or inter- 
section of analytic sets is analytic. 
A subset M of R” is semianalytic at a point p if there exists a 
neighborhood ZJ of p such that Mn U is a finite union of sets each of 
which is a finite intersection of sets of the ‘form fx: f;(x) > 0} or 
(x:L(x)=OJ, h w  ere each f, is an analytic function mapping U to R’. A set 
is semianalytic if it is semianalytic at every point of R”. A stratification of 
M is a locally finite partition (LFP) of M into connected submanifolds 
(strata) Pi such P, c pj and dim Pi <dim P, whenever Pi and P, are in 
LFP, Pi # Pi, and Pin 1’, # 0. It is easy to see that the locally finite union 
and intersection of two semianalytic sets are semianalytic, as is the comple- 
ment of a semianalytic set. 
SOME USEFUL PROPERTIES OF ANALYTIC SETS 
AND ANALYTIC VECTOR FIELDS IN R2 
PROPOSITION 1. In R2 any semianalytic set with empty interior is a union 
of a locally finite set of non-intersecting analytic arcs yi and a locally finite 
set of points p’, such that for all j, p* E 7 for only finitely many i. 
It is proved in [7] that for any semianalytic set A4 in R” (n = 1,2, . . . ) 
there is a stratification of R” such that M is a union of the strata, so the 
above is just a description of the stratification of a semianalytic set in R*. 
An analytic set that is used throughout this paper is /i, defined for 
3 = {Xl, . ..) X> a finite set of analytic vector fields on R2 by 
A= (x~R*:d(x)=O}, 
where d(x) = n det(X’, X*)(x), the product taken over all X’, X’ E X such 
that det(X’, Xi) f 0, i < j. 
COROLLARY 2. For each p E R* and for I and A as dejmed above, there 




(d) an analytic arc containing p, 
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(e) the union f  p with a finite number ( 32) of non-intersecting 
analytic arcs %,, p E i.,, each approaching p in a definite direction. 
A neighborhood of p satisfying one of the conditions (a) to (e) above is 
called a normal neighborhood of p with respect to A. A point p which has 
a neighborhood satisfying condition (e) is called a branch point of ,4. 
A point of R2 not lying on A is called a normal point with respect to A. 
PROPOSITION 3. Fo: yi and p’ as in Proposition 1, and for each y’ and 
each p’ such that pj~ y’, yi approaches pJ in a definite direction, 
The proof is easy. See [ 1, p. 3311. See [2] for background on analytic 
vector Fields. 
It follows easily from the properties of analytic vector fields that every 
trajectory r which approaches a point p does so in a definite direction 
unless p is a spiral center of 5. (A point p is a spiral center of a trajectory 
r if either lim ,+m$t)=p or lim,,_, z(t) = p, and r winds around p 
infinitely many times as it approaches p.) 
PROPOSITION 4. Let p E R2, X be an analytic vector field on R2, and A be 
an analytic set in R2, A # R2. If there exists a trajectory z of X which 
approaches p in a definite direction and an arc 1, of A such that p# 2, 
p E z n I- {p}, then there is a neighborhood N of p such that N n T n 1% is 
an arc. 
Proof The analytic set A can be written as 
A= (xER2: f(x)=O}, 
where f is analytic, and f$O. Let 
r= {xER2:Dxf(x)=gradf(x)~X(x)=O}. 
Since r does not spiral, in no neighborhood of p is it possible that r crosses 
JW with the same orientation at every point of intersection. Thus if r is not 
tangent to A at every point of r n i sufhciently close to p there exist two 
sequences of points q+ + p and qi + p such that r crosses J with one 
orientation at each q,? and the opposite orientation at each q;. By the 
continuity of X there exists on 2 between every pair of points at which the 
orientation is opposite a point at which X is tangent to A. Thus there exists 
a sequence of points pi + p such that for every i, X is tangent to I at pi. So 
{pi} c f, and hence {pi} c f-n A. By the nature of analytic sets it follows 
that Z-n A contains an arc A’, with p E F and 1’ c 1. 
Since Szz {x:gradf(x)=O} . IS analytic, it follows, unless gradf-0 on 
E,‘, that there is a neighborhood N of p such that grad f(x) is never 0 on 
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Nn A. This implies that X is tangent to I’ n N at every point, so that 
r n A’ n N is the desired arc. 
If gradf(x) is identically zero on 1 n N for some neighborhood N of p, 
then since gradf is not identically zero on R*, there is some k such that 
while all partial derivatives off of order less than k are identically zero on 
A, there exists a partial of order k which is not. This partial appears as a 
component of the gradient of one of the partials of degree k - 1; denote the 
latter by g. The function g is an analytic function identically zero on 
II’ n N. Therefore the argument above can be applied with g replacing f: 
COROLLARY 5. Given PER*, X1 and X2 analytic vector fields on R*, 
suppose T', T' are arcs in the images of X1, X2, respectively, such that 
(l)peF-~‘, (~)PE%T', (3)pEt’nT2- {p}, (4)neither T' nor T* 
spirals to p. Then for any sufficiently small disk neighborhood N of p, 
Nn 2’ n T* is an arc. 
Proof Under the hypotheses there exists a sequence p’ +p, {pi} c T', 
such that X2 is tangent to TV at each pi. But this implies that {pi} c A,1 
a branch of A, so TV n ;1 is an arc with p E T’ n A. Similarly T* n 1 is an arc 
with p em. Therefore T’ n T* is an arc. 
It is well known (see [ 12, pp. 5-221) that for an analytic vector field X 
not zero at a point p E R* there are a neighborhood N of p and an analytic 
diffeomorphism which takes N to a rectangle in R* in such a way that the 
induced map on the tangent space takes X to a/ax,. Here such a 
neighborhood of p is called a regular neighborhood of p with respect to X. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let X’ and X2 be analyiic vector fields on R2 and p a 
point at which X’ and X2 are linearly independent. Then there exist a 
neighborhood N of p and an analytic-dtffeomorphism F mapping N to a 
rectangular neighborhood of the origin in R* such that the induced map takes 
X’ to a/ax, and X2 to a/ax,. (Note that F need not preserve the orientation 
of X1 and X2, and of course time is usually distorted.) 
The proof is easy. 
For given p, X1, and X2, a closed neighborhood satisfying Proposition 6 
is called an (X’, X2) grid neighborhood of p, or, where no ambiguity results, 
a grid neighborhood of p. The phrases to the right of, to the left of, above, 
below, higher than, and lower than are used to describe the relation between 
points of N the image points of which under F have the corresponding rela- 
tion in its usual sense. For example, “is to the right of” means “has first 
coordinate greater than or equal to that of” (but with no assumption 
about the second coordinate). The possibility of equal coordinates is 
allowed in each case. 
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ANALYTICALLY BOUNDED SETS 
It will be shown that this class of sets contains all the “reasonable” 
accessible sets of the control systems to be considered. 
DEFINITION. An arc 1’ c R* is normal if it is either 
(a) an analytic arc which is a semianalytic set or 
(b) a subarc of a trajectory z of an analytic vector field on R2 such 
that z has two distinct endpoints, neither of them a spiral center of z. 
Note that not every analytic arc is a semianalytic set, nor is every trajec- 
tory of an analytic vector field semianalytic. (See [4, p. 231.) 
DEFINITION. A set MC R2 is analytically bounded if there is a stratifica- 
tion of the plane consisting of strata each of which is a semianalytic set or 
a normal arc, such that M is a union of strata. 
PROPOSITION 7. The class of analytically bounded sets is closed under 
locally finite union and intersection and under complementation. 
The proof is straightforward. See [4] for details. 
CONTROL SYSTEMS AND THE ROLE OF THE LIE ALGEBRA 
For the control systems considered in this paper, the state space is R2, 
the control set is 
u=(u,, u2 ,..., u,)ER”Iu,>,O, i 
r=l 
and 
i= i u;xi, 
1=I 
where n is fixed, and x’ E X, a fixed set of analytic vector fields on R*. The 
admissible controls are measurable functions from [0, to] to C, where 
to B 0. 
The term bung-bung control is restricted to a piecewise constant control 
that takes values only on the vertices of C. 
For a control system S a point x1 is accessible from a point x0 if there 
exist an admissible control defined on an interval [0, T], T > 0, and a solu- 
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tion t + x(t) of the corresponding differential equation such that x(0) =x0 
and x(T) = x1. The accessible set from a point x0, denoted R(x’), is the set 
of points accessible from x0 by means of the given control system. The set 
of points accessible from x0 by bang-bang controls is denoted by A(x’). 
A control system S is said to have the accessibility property from x0 if 
int R(x”) # 121. A system that has the accessibility property for every point 
on its manifold of definition is said to have the accessibility property. 
Sussman and Jurdjevic have proved that for an analytic control system on 
an n-dimensional manifold A4 the accessibility property holds if and only 
if dim L(x) = n for all x in M. (See [14].) 
Let L be the Lie algebra generated by the elements of X in the algebra 
of all analytic vector fields on R’, and let L(x) be the subspace determined 
by L in the tangent space at x. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let !Z be as above and let x0 E R2 be a point such that 
dim L(x”) = 2. Then for any sufficiently small disk neighborhood N of x0 one 
of (a) or (b) holds: 
(a) there exist two vectorjields in SF, say X1 and X2, such that zh(x”) 
and pi are arcs, and 7X(x”) n ri(x’) = {x0}, 
(b) (i) IJf”=, zb(x’) is an arc c(, and 
(ii) at least one of the vector fields of X’, say Xk, has the property 
that for a E M, a #x0, Z%(U) crosses a transversally. 
Proof: That there is an neighborhood N of x0 such that if (a) does not 
hold condition (b)(i) does is an immediate consequence of the intersection 
properties of analytic arcs and the assumption that dim L(x’) = 2. Assume 
(b)(i) holds. By analyticity, for small enough N a vector field of % not 
everywhere tangent to c1 n N is tangent to c1 n N only at x0. Not every X’ 
is everywhere tangent to tl, since dim L(x) = 2, so (b)(ii) holds. 
COROLLARY 9. If dim L(x”) = 2, then x0 E Int(R(x’)). 
Note that this corollary is also implied by the Sussman and Jurdjevic 
result cited above. 
Throughout this paper, a weakened version of the accessibility property 
is used: for each control system studied and each X’E R2 it will be assumed 
that for all XEA(~O), L(x) = 2. Note, however, that Propositions 10 and 
11, Corollary 12, and Lemmas 13, 19, and 20 do not depend on this 
assumption. 
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THE BOUNDARY OF THE SET OF POINTS ACCESSIBLE FROM 
A GIVEN POINT BY BANG-BANG CONTROLS 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose n = 2 (i.e., .6E = {Xl, X2}), and let x0 he any 
point of R2. Let S be the control system corresponding to 35. Assume p lies 
in aA( the boundary of A(x’), and suppose X’ and X2 are linearly inde- 
pendent at p. Then there exists a neighborhood N of p such that N n A(x”) 
is homeomorphic to a disk, and N n aA is an arc which either is con- 
tained in a trajectory of X’ or X2 or else is the union of two subarcs, a, and 
t12, such that ct, no,= (p} and tl, is contained in a trajectory of X’, t12 in 
a trajectory of X2. Further, each of ~-T;(P), s;(p), 'z;(p), '7',(p) is 
contained in or disjont from A(x’). 
Proof: Given a point p that satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition, 
let N be a grid neighborhood of p. First assume p #x0. Then N may be 
chosen so that x0 4 N. Denote the open regions of N corresponding to the 
first, second, third, and fourth quadrants (under the diffeomorphism of 
Proposition 6) by Q, , Q2, Q,, and Q4, respectively. We may choose N so 
that each Qj either contains a sequence of points of A(x”) approaching p, 
or does not intersect A(x’). In the former case Q, c A(x’), as is now shown. 
First consider Q,. If y E Q3 n A(x’), then the set of points above and to 
the right of y, which are all in A(x”) since they are all accessible from y, 
contains an open neighborhood of p in A(x’), and p lies in int A(x”) rather 
than aA( contrary to assumption. Thus for any PE A(x’) and any 
neighborhood N as described, Q, n A(x’) = 0. 
If Q, contains a sequence of points pk -+p then for each pk select any 
bang-bang control from x to pk and let qk be the last point at which the 
trajectory of the control crosses LJN, the boundary of N, before reaching p. 
Then qk lies below and to the left of pk, and since pk -+p it follows that 
qk + q E ~ 7; n aN. Hence every point of Q2 lies above and to the right of 
some qk, and Q2 c A(x’). Similarly if Q4 ‘contains such a sequence it is 
contained in A(x’). By the fact that p~aA(x’) and the same argument, 
QI c A(x’). 
Thus each Qi lies in A(x’) or in A?). Further, since if any point of 
r’(p) is in A(x”) then all points to the right of it are also in A(x’), it 
follows that for N sufficiently small -7'(p) lies entirely in A(x’) or entirely 
in +(x0), and similarly with P72(p), 'T'(P), and +7'(p). 
If p = x0, then all points of Q,, + t'(p), and + t2(p) are accessible. If 
N n A(x’) n (Q2 u Q4 ) # 0, the arguments above apply. 
Thus NnA(x’) consists of Q,,Q,uQ2,Q,uQ,, or Q,uQ,uQ4, 
along with neither, one, or both of the boundary rays from p; p itself may 
or may not be included. Therefore, N n dA(x’) is as stated. This proves the 
proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 11. For 3” any finite set of analytic vector fields on R2, 
with S the corresponding control system, as above, and x0 E R2, let p E aA 
be a normal point with respect to A. Then there exist a neighborhood N of 
p and some Xi, Xj E X (i # j) such that A(x’) n int N is homeomorphic to a 
disk, and aA(xO)nint N is one of: (a) z;(p); (b) -T;(P) u -zjN(p); 
(C) +&(P) U 'r',(p). Further, each of -T;(P), -T’;(P), +&(P), 
+z'i(p) lies entirely in A(x’) or entirely in A?); p may or may not be 
included. 
Proof Proposition 10 establishes the result for n = 2. For n >2, con- 
sider the convex hull H of {x’(p)}. If (0,O) E int H, then clearly an entire 
neighborhood of p lies in A(x’). Since p E aA( this is not the case, and 
H is bounded by two extremal vectors. Take these to be X’(p) and X’(p). 
These vector fields X’ and X2 may be linearly independent or they may be 
everywhere linearly dependent; in the latter case, they clearly have opposite 
orientation at p. In either case, for a suhiciently small neighborhood N of 
p, X’(y) and X’(y) are the extremal vectors of the convex cone of {X(y)} 
for every y E N. If Xi and X2 are linearly independent at p, let Np c N be 
a closed (X’, X2) grid neighborhood of p, and if X1 and X2 are linearly 
dependent at p, let N, c N be an (X1, Xi) grid neighborhood of p, where 
Xj is any vector field of 9” such that X1 and Xj are linearly independent 
at p. 
Consider the former case first. Since every control is a convex combina- 
tion of X1 and X2 with positive coefficients, a point b E N, is accessible 
from a EN, if and only if b is above and to the right of a. Thus, b must be 
accessible from a by means of X’ and X2 trajectories only, and the 
arguments of Proposition 10 apply. 
In the case that X1 and X2 are everywhere linearly dependent, and 
oppositely oriented at p, so that Np is an (X’, Xi) grid neighborhood, the 
first quadrant of N, must be contained in A(x’) as before. But this grid 
neighborhood is also an (X2, Xi) grid neighborhood, although as such it 
has for first quadrant the region bounded, relative to N,,, by +T$~ (p) and 
‘T’,(P) = -Tag. This region must then also lie in A(x’). The union of 
these two quadrants and their common boundary constitutes one of the 
two components of N, - tkP(p). The other component is made up of the 
region which is the third quadrant of N, viewed as an (X’, Xi) grid 
neighborhood and the region which is its third quadrant when viewed as 
an (X2, Xi) grid neighborhood. Neither of these intersects A(x’), by the 
argument given in the proof of Proposition 10. Also, it is clear that for N, 
sufficiently small, T&~(P), which is the boundary of N, n A(x’) in this case, 
is either contained m or disjoint from A(x’). 
A point p E aA normal with respect to A is called a corner point of 
aA if there exists a neighborhood N of p such that Nn aA is 
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+ G(P)" 'T',(P) or G(P) u T',(P), where det(XAp), J',(p)) #O. 
Clearly the former case can occur only for p = x0. 
COROLLARY 12. Each component of aA - A is an arc or a simple 
closed curve, and no component qf aA - (A u {x0}) contains more than 
one corner point. 
Proof By the local description of the boundary in Proposition 11, it is 
a (topological) one-manifold, hence an arc or a simple closed curve. If a 
component ‘/ of aA - (A u {x0}) contains more than one corner point 
then it contains an open subarc y’ such that y’ lies in the image of an X’ 
trajectory for some X’ E Z?“, and the endpoints of y’ are corner points c, and 
c2. Suppose the positive orientation of y’ is from c, to c2. Since c, is a 
corner point either exactly one quadrant in a grid neighborhood of c, lies 
in A(x,) or else exactly three do. In the latter case it would clearly follow 
from the continuity of vector fields that all of y’ lay in int A(x’) rather than 
in aA( Thus only one quadrant lies in A(x’), so if c, $A, c, =x1. 
A point p is said to be to the right (left) of a set M (with respect to X’) 
in a neighborhood N regular with respect to a specified vector field X’ if 
p lies to the right (left) of every point of M on z;(p). A set M’ c N is to 
the right (left) of a set M2 c N (with respect to X’) if on every component 
of the intersection of an X’ trajectory with N, each point of M’ is to the 
right (left) of each point of M’. 
LEMMA 13. Assume y E N n A. Then for any X’ such that y is not a 
zero of X’andfor all ZE ?h(y), SEA. 
LEMMA 14. For every p E R2 there exists an open neighborhood N,, of p 
such that 
(1) N,, is regular with respect to one of the vector fields of X, say X'; 
(2) a trajectory of one of the vector fields qf 3, say X2, crosses zkP(p) 
at every point except possibly p; 
(3) Nr is bounded by arcs of two X’ trajectories and two X2 trajec- - 
tories, the latter being transversal to X1 in N,,; 
(4) ifp#x’then x’$N,; 
(5) N, is a normal neighborhood ofp with respect to A, and if p is a 
branch point of A, each branch is vertical, horizontal, or monotone (with 
respect to X’) in Np; 
(6) denoting the left- and right-hand (X2 trajectory) boundary arcs of 
N, by B', b2, respectively, and 8’ n z;(p) by hi for i = 1, 2, then for 
i=1,2,fl’nA=@ or pin A = { 6’) (the latter being the case if 
An -T;(P) or An +~,,,(p) is an arc); 
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(7) ifp~~?A(x’) then /?‘n8A(x”) equals (6’) if -zfy(p)r\~TA(x’) is 
an arc and is empty otherwise, and /3’ n aA equals {b2} if 
+ I z,,,(p) n aA is an arc, and is empty otherwise. 
LEMMA 15. For any point y E R2 there exists an open neighborhood N’ of 
y satisfying the conditions of Lemma 14 andfurther having the property that 
there exist neighborhoods N-, N+ of z;,(y), +zhl(y), respectively, such 
that -oh,(y) ( +zk,(y)) separates N- (N+) into two components neither of 
which intersects aA( where N-, N+ c N’. 
Proof: For y 4 aA this is obvious. Suppose y E aA and let N be 
an open neighborhood of y satisting the conditions of Lemma 14, with 
A”, X2 as in that lemma. For convenience assume X1 trajectories are 
horizontal, moving to the right with increasing time, and X2 trajectories 
through points of -r;(y) cross upward. Note that for all q E -rfy( y), 
A(x’) n -rL( q) is empty, since otherwise y would lie in int A(x’). 
Thus if q EA(XO) n -r;(y) then qE aA( and so does every point 
ZE +zL(q)n -T;(Y). 
The trajectories which bound N’ are now chosen. If aA n 
-r;(y) # @ then select q E -r;(y) n aA and take the left boundary of 
N’ to be an arc of T*(q) about q. If aA n -z:(y) = 0 let the left 
boundary of N’ be the left boundary of N. The right boundary of N’ is 
chosen as follows: if there is a neighborhood NY of y such that for all 
ZE ‘&Y(Y), -r%,.(z) n A(x’) = 0, choose an X2 trajectory through a point 
of +5ay(y); otherwise, choose the right boundary of N. For the upper and 
lower boundaries of N’ take X’ trajectories that intersect both the selected 
X2 trajectories, and such that N’ c N. 
The set NP is obtained as follows. If no point of ~ T;~( y) lies in aA 
then take a neighborhood N; for each ZE p~hl(y) such that N” c Aq), 
and let N- = (J.N’. Otherwise, the left boundary of N’ intersects -zfyl(y) 
in a point qEaA(x’), and for every ZE +tfy,(q), 'T',,(Z) iS contained in 
A(x’), since any such point can be reached from a point of A(x’) near q. 
Thus each point z E -T;,(Y) has a neighborhood N’ such that the upper 
component of W - -z;(y) lies in A(x’) and the lower component in 
A?). let N- = U,N’. By choice of the right boundary of N’, if there is a 
point z E +T,$( y) such that -T$(z) contains a point of A(x’), then there is 
a sequence of such points of +rj,,,(y) approaching y. This implies that for 
each ZE +z$(y) there exists a point of A(x’) in the third quadrant of a 
grid neighborhood of z. Hence, every point z E +T$( y) has a neighborhood 
c” such that one component of c’ - +z$(y) (the component in which the 
X2 trajectories flow toward +~fy,(y)) lies in A(x’), or else every z has a 
neighborhood for which this component lies in A?). If this component, 
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C,, lies in A(x”) then so does the other, c’i, toward which the X’ 
trajectories flow. 
Since y E (3,4(x”), Lemma 13 guarantees that all z E +z LI( y) also lie in 
A(xO), so in the case Cf c A?) for all 2 E +tfy,( ~3) it follows 
+Tfyl(y) c aA( and as in the case of N , for all z E +rjy,(y), 
“T’,,(Z) c ,4(x0). Thus each 2 has a neighborhood N’ such that +t b(y) 
separates N’ into two components, each contained in A(x’), or in A?). 
Take N+ = U=N’. 
COROLLARY 16. 1fy E aA and 8,4(x0) n z k( y) is an UYC CJ then there 
exists a neighborhood N’ of int o (with boundary intersecting the endpoints 
of a) such that zhl(y) separates N’ into two components, one contained in 
A(x’), the other in A?). 
Proof Choose N’ as in the lemma. If y$int a, the result is immediate: 
choose N’ to lie in NP or N+. If y E int a, observe that the flow of X2 must 
be the same (always upward or always downward) on each side of y on 
rfy,(y), and that the component of N’ - r;,(y) toward which X2 flows 
must lie in A(x’), all points of it being accessible from points of A(xO) near 
the left boundary of N’ via X’ trajectories. The other component contains 
no points of ,4(x0); if it did, then N+ would lie in ,4(x0) and a Q? aA( 
PROPOSITION 17. For every p E aA there exists a closed neighborhood 
N of p such that aA n int N is an arc. 
ProoJ Let N be a neighborhood of p satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 15, and let j?“={x:xtfl’nA~) and ~~(x)~/~~EA(x~)}. We 
may assume fi’ n aA equals (b’} if -r;(p) n aA is an arc, and is 
empty otherwise, and fl’ n aA equals {b*} if ‘r;(p) n aA is an arc, 
and is empty otherwise. Clearly, since p E aA( fi” is non-empty, and, by 
choice of N, /I” is one of: (1) /I’, (2) a component of p’- {b’}, (3) the 
union of {b’} with one of these components. For each XE /IO, it is easy to 
see that a(x) = T;(X) n aA is a connected set-a point or an arc. 
The set of points B = { y E fi’:a( y) is an arc} cannot be uncountable. If 
it were, then for some n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . there would exist uncountably many 
points y E B such that a(y) has length greater than l/n. If N were divided 
into finitely many vertical strips of width less than 1/3n, one such strip, say 
T, would be spanned by uncountably many a(y). This would imply the 
existence of a horizontal line segment y spanning T such that every 
neighborhood of y contains uncountably many a(y) and this would con- 
tradict Lemma 15 for points y of y. Since B is at most countable, /3” - B is 
a union, at most countable, of open arcs yi. 
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For YE/~‘, let h(y) be the leftmost point of B.4(x”)n ‘z;(y); it is easy 
to see that h is a homeomorphism on each yi. Let { JJ”} be the (finite or 
countable) set of points such that a(~“) is an arc. Let {r’} be a set of 
positive numbers such that C r” = 1, and let g be a one-to-one map from 
( y”} onto (rn}. Assigning to each y” a half-open arc a” of length 
r” = g(y”), it is possible to construct a new arc, /3, from /?” and {a’} by 
inserting an into /?’ at y”. (See [4] for details; the construction is similar 
to that in [8, p. 561.) Define H: /? + aA to be the map which agrees 
with h on fi” and is defined on each an as follows. Let s be the right-hand 
endpoint of a(y), and take an = (a’, a’ + r”]. For y’ E an, y’ is of the form 
y’ = ta’ + (1 - t)(a’ + rn), 0 < t < 1. Let H(y’) = t(h(y)) + (1 - t) s. 
It is clear that H is a one-to-one map of p onto 3,4(x0) n N, and that 
HP ’ is continuous. The map H is clearly continuous on fi” - B and on the 
interior of each a”. If the same is true at the endpoints of the a” then H is 
a homeomorphism and the proposition established. But for such an 
endpoint y”, if yk + y”, ( y”} c an, then H(yk) = H( y”), and if yk -+ y”, 
( y”} c Do, then H( y”) gets close to o(y”), and since 8,4(x0) is closed, 
Lemma 15 and Corollary 16 guarantee H(yk) = H(y’). This completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 18. For N as in Proposition 17, aA separates N into two 
components, one of which, say N, , has the property that Nl c A(.x’) n N c m, . 
Lemmas 19 and 20 and Proposition 21 below show that for p E aA 
and for any sufficiently small disk neighborhood N of p the arc N n aA 
does not intersect any branch ;L of A in N except at p unless 
Nn aA c ;I n N. Once this is established it quickly follows that aA 
is well-behaved. 
It is useful to consider aA in relation to the set 
xER*:, D,iA(x)=O 
i 
where D,i is the directional derivative, and A(x) is as defined above. 
A special case, to be considered separately, is that r= R2. In this case 
one of the vector fields of !Z must be everywhere tangent to the level curves 
of A, so each of its trajectories must be contained in a level curve. 
LEMMA 19. Suppose that I- is open and that there exist a branch ,? of A 
and a sequence of points qi +p, {qi} c 1 n aA( Then there is a subarc 1’ 
of 1 such that p E 2 and 2’ is contained in aA( 
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This follows from consideration of the flow of the vector fields, since in 
a sufficiently small neighborhood of p, 2 is either a trajectory or a set of 
zeroes of some vector field X of X, and nearby level curves of f are trajec- 
tories of X. 
Another special case, established the same way, is described in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 20. If a point p has a neighborhood N regular with respect to 
J.‘~E X and normal with respect to A, such that there exists a branch 1. of A 
horizontal in N (with respect to Xi), and i contains a sequence of points (q’} 
approaching p, with q’ E aA for all i, then a subarc i’ of 1 with p E ? is 
contained in aA( 
PROPOSITION 21. Let PE aA and let i be an arc of A such that 
p E x- %. Suppose I c aA contains a sequence of points approaching p. 
Then there exists a subarc i’ of 1. such that p E 7 and Iti’ c aA( 
Proof: Lemmas 19 and 20 respectively establish the result for r open 
and for A horizontal in a neighborhood of p regular with respect to one of 
the Xi. Assume now that neither of these conditions holds. 
For convenience the term “branch” will be used in this proof to apply 
also to components of n - {p} when ,I is contained in an arc of ,4 through 
P. 
Let N be a neighborhood of p which satisfies the conditions of Proposi- 
tion 17 (being regular with respect to X’), and which is normal at p with 
respect to I- and f n n as well. Take N small enough that for each branch 
A’ of /i at p, N n 1’n aA = 0 unless p E A'n aA( Let )U be a branch 
of /i, not horizontal, with the property that no branch of n to the left of 
1 in N contains points of aA( 
Suppose there is a component fl of aA - /1 which has both endpoints 
on I, and lies to the left of I.. Let the endpoints of /I be b’ and b2, and 
denote by IV1 the open subarc of 1 between b’ and b2. The arcs fl and i’ 
bound a compact region R; let R, = int R. Note that R, contains no points 
of A. Since the region R, is to the right of fl, and fi c aA( R, is con- 
tained in A(x’). Hence there exist trajectories of X from x0 to points of R,. 
Obviously no such trajectory crosses /? c aA - n in either direction, so 
all the X trajectories from x0 which enter R, cross i’, and there is at least 
one vector field, say X2 ( #X1), some trajectories of which enter R. with 
increasing time. No such trajectory can cross aA( nor can it terminate 
by approaching a point q E R, as t -+ cc (since this would imply q E A). The 
only alternative is to cross i’ outward from R. with increasing time or 
approach I’ as t -+ co. But this would also lead to a contradiction, as is 
now shown. 
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Let r* be a trajectory of X2 that enters R with increasing time. Choose 
a level curve y, of d such that y, n r* n R, # Q? and yE n R. = v, v an arc 
with the properties that: (1) v n r= @, (2) v separates R. into two regions 
in such a way that the region adjacent to J.’ contains no points of K Call 
this region R,. (These conditions can be satisfied by taking E sufficiently 
small.) The trajectory r* intersects v at some point co where it is either 
tangent to v or crosses it into R, z R, - (R, u v) with increasing time. In 
the latter case it must intersect v again, say at c’, to leave R, and return 
to 2’. But if it does this t* crosses v in opposite directions at co and cl, so 
that by the continuity of the vector field induced on v by X2 there must be 
a point c* between co and c1 at which X2 is tangent to v. 
However, any point at which a vector field of 3 is tangent to a level 
curve of d lies in I’, and there are no points of I- on v. Therefore no such 
trajectory as r2 can exist, and there can be no points of A(x’) in R,. 
Thus there exists no component p of Nn (dA(x”) - A) to the left of 1 
such that p has both endpoints on 1. 
No such component lies to the right of ,I either, as is now shown by a 
similar argument. The assumptions on 2 and ~A(.x’), and the absence of 
components of Nn (aA - I!) to the left of 1, imply that there exists a 
sequence of points {pi} approaching p such that for every i, pi is an 
endpoint of an arc which is a component of &4(x0)-A lying to the right 
of 1. (The other endpoint may of course lie on some other branch of A.) 
Choose two such points, say p’ and p*, with corresponding arcs cl’ and u2, 
such that the side of each of these boundary arcs on which ,4(x0) lies 
(locally) is the side nearer the other arc. Choose a level curve y of r, which 
intersects a1 and M* and which has the property that the compact region R 
bounded by it, i, cl’, and CI* does not intersect Tu A except on a. Let 
a0 c a, a:, c al, CX~C a’, and yG c y be the closed boundary arcs of R. Let 
q1 = CX; n y, q* = ai n y. For convenience assume p1 lies above pz and closer 
to p. Let the interior of R be denoted by R’. 
Since ql, q* 4 A, every pair of vector fields in X crosses at q1 and at q*. 
Since y. n II = a, no pair of vector fields is linearly dependent on yo, and 
hence no pair can have opposite orientation at q1 and q2. Because cl’ and 
CI’ are contained in 8,4(x0), and cl’ lies above nearby points of ,4(x0), a2 
below, a1 is non-decreasing from left to right with respect to X’, a* non- 
increasing. If a1 and a2 were both trajectories of X1, then the local position 
of ,4(x0) relative to q1 and q’, and the fact that the third quadrant of any 
grid neighborhood (see Proposition 11) must lie in ,4(x0), implies that X1 
and any other vector field Xk of .!X would have opposite orientation at q’ 
and q*, which is impossible. A similar argument applies if a’ and a2 are 
both trajectories of the same vector field X’ of 3, for any i. Thus, if such 
a region as R’ exists, X contains at least three vector fields, and at each of 
ql, q2, the trajectory of a third vector field crosses both the X1 trajectory 
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through the point and the trajectory containing LX’, CI’ (respectively). But 
such a trajectory must cross CX’ or ax2 from AT) to A(x”) with increasing 
time, and this requires crossing Tl(q’) downward, T’(q*) upward. This 
would require the vector field to reverse its orientation with respect to Xi, 
an impossibility. 
Thus there can be no such region as R in N and no such components of 
dA(x’)-A as LX’ and ~1~ with endpoints on 1. 
This proves the proposition. 
THEOREM 22. If PE aA there exists an open neighborhood N of p 
such that N n dA(x’) is an arc which is either analytic or the union of p and 
two disjoint normal subarcs, each containing p in its closure. Specifically, 
each component of (aA n N) - {p} I’ tes in A or on a trajectory of some 
x’E!x. 
Proof By Propositions 17 and 21, there exists a neighborhood N of p 
such that N n aA is an arc, N is normal with respect to A, and no com- 
ponent of (Nn A) - (p} intersects aA unless it is contained in aA( 
Also, by Corollary 12, N can be chosen sufficiently small that no compo- 
nent of N n (aA - (/1 u {p})) contains a corner point. 
Therefore Nn aA is an arc which is the union of two subarcs with 
p, each arc lying in A or else in a (non-spiralling) trajectory of one of the 
vector fields of 3. 
This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 23. For N as in Theorem 22, Nn A(x’) consists of one of the 
two components of N- aA( along with neither, one, or both of the two 
components of N n aA - { p}, and possibly p. 
Proof: By Corollary 18, int(N n A(x’)) is one of the two components of 
N - aA( If a component c( of (aA n N) - {p} lies on an x’ trajec- 
tory then the argument is the same as in the proof of Proposition 10. If 
CI c LI further inspection is necessary. 
It is well known that for any control system and any point x0, any trajec- 
tory of the control system from x0 to a point qEaA(xO) lies entirely in 
aA( Thus if there exists a point qE A(x’)ncc, then there exists an arc 
from x0 to q which is contained in A(x”) n aA( so that a non-zero tra- 
jectory r of some Xk passes through q. We may assume N is small enough 
that for each x’, c( is contained in or disjoint from the zero set of X’. Then 
r cannot have an endpoint on CI, so c( is contained in r, and the conclusion 
holds. 
This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 24. The set A(x’) is analytically bounded. 
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COROLLARY 25. For any y E A(x’) there exists a closed neighborhood N 
of y such that N n A(xO) is a closed disk. 
COROLLARY 26. The set A(xo) is a two-dimensional manifold with 
boundary, and aA is a topological one-manifold. 
THE REACHABLE SET 
THEOREM 27. Given X’E R* such that for all YE A(x’), dim L(y) = 2, 
R(x’) = A(x’). 
Proof: Since for any control system and any point x0 in the state space, 
A(x’) c R(x’) c A(x’), it suffices to show that if y E aA n R(x’), then 
y E A(x’). 
Assume x1 E R(x”) n aA( Since any trajectory from x0 to x1 must be 
contained in aA( x0 must in this case lie in aA and x’ must lie in 
the same component of aA( say y, as x0 does. There are either one or 
two open disjoint arcs of aA with endpoints x0 and x1, depending on 
whether the component y is an arc or a simple closed curve. 
Let CI be a trajectory of the control system from x0 to x’, tl a solution 
of 
Assume a(O) = x0, tl( T) = x1. Let z be the image of tl. It is now shown that 
T is covered by a finite collection { ak } of arcs each of which is a segment 
of an image of some x’ trajectory. From this the conclusion follows 
immediately. 
Observe that i is almost everywhere both non-zero and tangent to r. 
Now clearly at any point x of z which lies in the interior of a normal arc 
contained in t, all the vectors X’(s) not tangent to t point to the side of 
r containing A(x’). For almost all X, i(x) = C u,x’(x) is tangent to z, and 
for any such x, if x’(x) is not tangent to z, ui = 0. Also, taking the positive 
orientation of z to be that from x0 to x1, at almost every point of z at least 
one of the Xi tangent to z must be positively oriented. 
For each p E t let NL be a neighborhood of p satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 22. Then Proposition 4 and Corollary 5 insure that for each p 
and each Xi there exists a neighborhood N, c N; such that each compo- 
nent a of z n N, - {p} satisfies one of the three conditions: (1) a lies on an 
X’ trajectory, (2) a contains no point x at which its tangent and X’(x) are 
linearly dependent, (3) a consists of zeroes of Xi. Since T  is compact it can 
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be covered by a finite subset of the N,. From this it follows easily that the 
set of points at which X’ is tangent to 7 and positively oriented is a finite 
set of arcs and points. The union of such sets over all i is also finite. From 
the fact that this union contains almost every point of t and from the 
nature of the sets T n N, it follows that every point of z lies in one of the 
arcs or is an endpoint of one. Let this set of arcs be (cr’}. Now it must be 
shown that each point of r actually lies in the interior of some cP. Suppose 
q E r does not lie in the interior of any &‘, but is the endpoint closer to X’ 
than x0 (along z) of arcs 2’1, . . . . a”l E {cr’}, which are contained in the 
images of trajectories of Y’, . . . . J?, respectively. Let IIx”I(x)II denote the 
magnitude of x”’ at X. Then 
c= u (x: ll,Yyx)ll’= llx-yx)~l*} 
/.k 
is an analytic set, so there exists a neighborhood N of q normal with 
respect to C. Note 09 n N = c(“* n N = . . . = ank n N = a; c( is one of the 
components of rcN-{p}. By choice of C and N,anCnN={q} or 
CI n Cn N = IX. This implies that there exists at least one vector field, say 
X”, which has maximal magnitude (of the X”l) at every point of a between 
q and 8N. 
For any point q’ of X, q’ #q, let ay’ be the interval of a between q and 
q’. First assume a is between p and q. Taking q’ as initial point compare 
the controls j and x”. It is clear that the distance traveled along ay’ in any 
given time using p as a control is always less than or equal to that traveled 
if Xi1 is the control, since X” is maximal. Since q is assumed to be a zero 
of J?, q is not accessible from q’ by Xi’, and therefore not by 9 either. 
If q’ lies between q and x1 then the same argument can be applied using 
-j and - x”, giving that p cannot steer q to q’ (or to any other point on 
the positive side of q along t). 
Since it is assumed that j steers x0 to x’, this cannot happen, so there 
exists no such endpoint q. Therefore every point of r lies in the interior of 
one of the positively oriented trajectories on z. Furthermore, since r is com- 
pact it can be covered by a finite number of normal neighborhoods of C, 
so, choosing a maximal trajectory on each of these, one obtains a bang- 
bang control that takes x0 to x1. (In fact, it does so in minimum time.) 
This proves the theorem. 
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